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Abstract
Importance: In several research disciplines, numerous biomarkers have been evaluated to predict response to neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (nCRT) in patients with esophageal cancer (EC), however
none of them have yet reached enough clinical application.
Objective: To determine the performance of potential biological tumor markers incorporated into a
recently described logistic regression model in optimizing prediction of complete response in EC patients. This constructed model consists of the pre-treatment clinical parameters histologic type and
cT-stage, the 18F-fluorodexoglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG PET) derived textural
feature ‘long run low gray level emphasis’, and the computed tomography (CT) derived textural feature
‘run percentage’.

Design
This cohort study was conducted between October 2014 and October 2016.

Setting
This study was conducted at 1 academic medical center.

Participants
Patients with a histologically confirmed locally advanced (T1/N1-3/M0; T2-4a/N0-3/M0) EC were eligible for inclusion in this study if pre-treatment biopsies and PET/CT were available and they had
received at least three cycles of chemotherapy and full concomitant radiotherapy (CROSS regimen)
followed by esophagectomy. Of the 66 patients fulfilling these criteria, 23 patients were excluded due to
insufficient amounts of pre-treatment biopsy material for research purposes, yielding 43 patients to be
enrolled in the study. Expression of HER2, CD44, HIF1α, PTCH1, and SHH was assessed by immunohistochemistry (IHC) in pre-treatment tumor biopsies.

Main Outcome and Measure
Outcome was defined as pathologic complete response versus pathologic incomplete response (Mandard TRG 1 vs. 2-5). Incorporation of the IHC scores into the recently described model was evaluated
in terms of goodness-of-fit, discrimination, and internal validation through bootstrapping.
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Results
Pathologic examination revealed 9 (20.9%) complete and 34 (79.1%) incomplete responders. Incorporating HER2 into our described model significantly improved its goodness-of-fit (likelihood ratio test
[LRT] P = 0.01; ΔAkaike information criterion [ΔAIC] = 7.37) and yielded optimism-uncorrected and
optimism-corrected areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUCs) of 0.87 and 0.81,
respectively. All remaining studied biological tumor markers did not result in model improvement.

Conclusions and Relevance
HER2 significantly improves the response prediction of nCRT in a clinico-radiomic based prediction
model in EC patients. Further improvement in the predictive ability should be focused more on integration of multimodal biomarkers.
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Introduction
Neoadjuvant chemoradiotherapy (nCRT) followed by surgery is the preferred treatment for locally
advanced (T1/N1-3/M0; T2-4a/N0-3/M0) resectable esophageal cancer (EC). Complete response to
nCRT is achieved in 29% of the patients, whereas a considerable group of 18% will not respond at all.1
Adequate identification of the non-responders could prevent these patients from unnecessary side-effects of the given nCRT, while complete responders may not benefit clinically from undergoing surgical
intervention with subsequent morbidity and even mortality. An active surveillance or ‘wait-and-see’
policy instead of an esophagectomy may lead to equivalent results for those with a complete response.
Currently, tumor response is commonly assessed clinically by using the overall tumor volume measured on computed tomography (CT) and the maximum standard uptake value (SUVmax) measured
on 18F-fluorodexoglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG PET). However, these predictors
have rather unsatisfactory predictive values and hence no clinical relevant conclusions can be based on
these features.2

Intratumoral heterogeneity plays a key role in the acquired treatment resistance.3 Studying intratumoral heterogeneity may potentially result in more robust predictive parameters as it is commonly associated with tumor aggressiveness and an impaired response to nCRT generally due to hypoxia.4 Textural
characteristics of tumors, can potentially depict this intratumoral 18F-FDG spatial distribution. Recently, we have developed a promising model to predict complete response based on the pre-treatment
clinical parameters histologic type and clinical T-stage; the 18F-FDG PET derived textural feature ‘long
run low gray level emphasis’; and the CT derived textural feature ‘run percentage’.5 This model showed
a considerable higher optimism-corrected area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC)
of 0.74 compared to 0.54 of the traditional SUVmax model.5 Although these results seem promising,
further model optimization is still needed. Incorporating putative predictors with a different nature
from other research areas may further improve this model. Over the years, extensive basic research
has been done on identifying mechanisms of therapy resistance in an attempt to find novel molecular
targets to increase nCRT sensitivity in EC.6 Following these studies, numerous molecular markers have
potentially been associated with EC treatment response.6 Based on these extensive solid data, we decided to include frequently used biological tumor markers for further model optimization.
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The Hedgehog (HH) pathway, with its receptor Patched1 (PTCH1) and its ligand Sonic Hedgehog
(SHH), has been implicated in treatment resistance.7-9 In addition, hypoxia-inducible factor alpha
(HIF1α), a transcription factor related to hypoxia and the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR)
pathway,4,8 is up-regulated in hypoxic cells which in turn are associated with tumor heterogeneity.4
The cell surface marker CD44 has been associated with cells with cancer stem cell-like characteristics
in EC.10,11 Human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), more known for its notorious role in
cancer of the breast, has also gained predictive importance in EC.12,13 Although explored extensively,
none of these candidate predictive tumor markers have been incorporated in the clinical practice as
major predictors of nCRT response. Combining results from clinical, imaging, and basic research areas is highly suggested,14-17 as it may lead to more robust clinically applicable methods in predicting
therapy response.

Therefore, the aim of this study was to identify potential biological tumor markers which may further
improve our existing prediction model consisting of pre-treatment clinical and 18F-FDG PET/CT derived imaging markers leading towards more personalized medicine.

5

Methodes
Patients
Patients with a histologically confirmed locally advanced (T1/N1-3/M0; T2-4a/N0-3/M0) EC (according to the seventh TNM classification system)18 were eligible for inclusion in this study if pre-treatment
biopsies and PET/CT were available. All patients had received at least three cycles of chemotherapy
and full concomitant radiotherapy followed by esophagectomy with curative intent in the University
Medical Center Groningen. A major exclusion criterion was an insufficient amount of pre-treatment biopsy material for research purposes. Between October 2014 and October 2016, 66 consecutive patients
met the inclusion criteria. Of these patients, 43 had sufficient tumor tissues to be enrolled in the study.
Patient, tumor, and treatment related data were collected from a prospectively maintained institution’s
database. This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review board.

Treatment and pathology
The trimodality therapy consisted of nCRT followed by curative intended esophagectomy. nCRT
93
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was given according to the ChemoRadiotherapy for Oesophageal cancer followed by Surgery Study
(CROSS) regimen, including carboplatin (AUC 2 mg∙min∙mL−1) and paclitaxel (50 mg/m2) with
concurrent external beam radiotherapy (41.4 Gy in 23 fractions).1 A transthoracic open or minimal
invasive esophagectomy with two-field mediastinal and upper abdominal lymphadenectomy was performed 6-8 weeks after completion of nCRT. The primary outcome was pathologic response of the
resection specimen according to the Mandard tumor regression grade (TRG).19 This grading system
classifies the ratio of residual vital tumor cells and the degree of nCRT-induced fibrosis and defines
complete response (Mandard TRG 1) as no residual vital tumor cells and non-response (Mandard TRG
5) as no tumor regression at all.

Clinico-radiomic based prediction model
Here, we aim to improve our recently described prediction model consisting of the variables histologic
type, clinical T-stage, the PET derived textural feature “long run low gray level emphasis” for quantifying long runs (coarse texture) with low gray levels, and the CT derived textural feature “run percentage”
for quantifying homogeneity of runs (fine texture).5 The prediction model was constructed in a homogeneous group of EC patients treated according to the CROSS regimen. New observations for each
variable in the prediction model were obtained. PET/CT imaging, volume of interest delineation, and
textural feature extraction were performed as described previously.5

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and analyses of biological tumor markers
The selection of the studied biological tumor markers HER2, CD44, HIF1α, PTCH1, and SHH was
based on current literature and our preliminary research data. IHC staining was performed on 5 µm tissue sections from archival material using primary antibodies against CD44 (1:100, Biolegend), HIF1α
(1:100, ABCAM), PTCH1 (1:100, ABCAM), and SHH (1:100, ABCAM). Since HER2 is one of the
standard IHC markers in cancer diagnostics, this protein was evaluated at the department of pathology and scored by a pathologist, specialized in tumors of the upper gastrointestinal tract, according
to standardized methods. Scoring was based on a continuous scale of 0, 1+, 2+ and 3+, as reported
previously by Hofmann et al.,20,21 where at least 5 clustered tumor cells were stained. Tissue sections
were deparaffinized and subsequently immersed in PBS 2% hydrogen peroxidase to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Antigen-retrieval was performed and the sections were incubated overnight
at 4°C with the primary antibodies. Tissue sections were then incubated with biotinylated secondary
94
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antibodies at 1:300 dilutions for 1 hour. The ABC complex was formed using the Vectastain Elite ABC
HRP kit (Vector Laboratories). This complex was visualized with SIGMA FAST 3,3’-Diaminobenzidine
tablets (Sigma-Aldrich). Finally, sections were counterstained with haematoxylin and were scored. As
HIF1α can be expressed either in the cytosol (normoxia) or in the nucleus (hypoxia), scoring occurred
separately. CD44, HIF1αcytosol, and PTCH1 were scored using the immuno-reactivity score (IRS), as
described previously.22 Briefly, this fifteen-point scoring system was calculated by multiplying the percentage of positive cells with the stain intensity score. The percentage of positive cells was categorized
into five levels by labeling 0% as 0, >0% to <5% as 1, ≥5% to <25% as 2, ≥25% to <50% as 3, ≥50% to
<75% as 4, and ≥75% to 100% as 5. Stain intensity was categorized into 4 levels by labeling negative as
0, weak as 1, medium as 2, and strong as 3.22 A dichotomous immunoscore was created by categorizing
IRS into two levels by labeling absent/low expression (IRS 0-5) as 0 and moderate/high expression (IRS
6-15) as 1.22 Since SHH demonstrated the maximum percentage of positive cells (≥75% to 100%) in the
majority of the cases, only intensity for SHH was scored. For SHH a dichotomous immunoscore was
created by categorizing stain intensity into absent/low expression (0-1 intensity) and moderate/high
expression (2-3 intensity), as described previously.22 HIF1αnucleus was categorized as either present
or absent. Scoring was carried out by two researchers independently, without prior knowledge of the

5

clinical outcome. Discordant cases and random slides of each marker were validated by the same experienced pathologist.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with R 3.2.2 open-source software using the regression modeling
strategies package (version 4.4-0), available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (http://www.r-project.org). All textural features were normalized into the range [0,1].
To test whether each tumor biological marker adds complementary information to the prediction of
complete response, different candidate logistic regression models were compared by fitting the variables
of those models to our data set. For these analyses, the outcome variable was defined as pathologic
complete response versus pathologic incomplete response (Mandard TRG 1 vs. 2-5). The biological
tumor markers HER2, CD44, HIF1αnucleus, HIF1αcytosol, PTCH1, and SHH were introduced to a
univariable logistic regression analysis. HER2 was treated as continuous variable, while all remaining
tumor markers were analyzed as dichotomous immunoscores. We tested whether the data was better
explained by using the likelihood ratio test (LRT). Predictors were considered significant in case of LRT
95
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P < 0.2. Subsequently, our recently described logistic regression model (M0) was defined as the null
model (simplest model), which served as reference model. The current most accurate prediction model
with SUVmax as predictor variable was compared to the null model. Subsequently, the biological tumor markers were separately entered to the null model (M1a-f). We tested whether the data was better
explained by the incorporation of these variables by using the LRT. Only those candidate models that
explained the data better than the null model (LRT P < 0.05) and that minimized the loss of information
were left for further consideration. The information loss of the candidate models relative to the null
model was measured by the Akaike information criterion (AIC), which also penalizes candidate models by the number of degrees of freedom used. The eventual model was tested for multicollinearity, as
quantified by a variance inflation factor > 4. Each model was quantified in terms of discrimination with
the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). The models were internally validated
by a bootstrap approach with 2000 repetitions, yielding the optimism corrected AUC.

Results
Patient characteristics
Table 1 displays the patient and tumor characteristics. All patients received the full radiotherapy dose
of 41.4 Gy. Of all patients, 33 patients (76.7%) received all 5 cycles of chemotherapy and 10 patients
(23.3%) received 4 cycles of chemotherapy. Pathologic response was assessed as complete in 9 patients
(20.9%) and as incomplete in 34 patients (79.1%).
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Table 1. Patient and tumor characteristics.

Characteristics

pCR (n = 9)

Non-pCR (n = 34)

Sex
Male

7 (77.8)

29 (85.3)

Female

2 (22.2)

5 (14.7)

65 (5.5)

62.5 (10.0)

Adenocarcinoma

8 (88.9)

34 (100.0)

Squamous cell carcinoma

1 (11.1)

0 (0.0)

Middle esophagus

1 (11.1)

0 (0.0)

Distal esophagus/GEJ

8 (88.9)

34 (100)

3 (6.5)

6.0 (4.0)

T1

0 (0.0)

1 (2.9)

T2

3 (33.3)

2 (5.9)

T3

6 (66.7)

28 (82.4)

T4a

0 (0.00)

3 (8.8)

N0

3 (33.3)

6 (17.6)

N1

5 (55.6)

16 (47.1)

N2

1 (11.1)

10 (29.4)

N3

0 (0.0)

2 (5.9)

4

2 (22.2)

8 (23.5)

5

7 (77.8)

26 (76.5)

1

9 (100.0)

0 (0.0)

2

0 (0.0)

13 (38.2)

3

0 (0.0)

16 (47.1)

4

0 (0.0)

4 (11.8)

5

0 (0.0)

1 (2.9)

Age, median (IQR), years
Histology

Tumor location

Tumor length, median (IQR), cm
cT-stage

5

cN-stage

Number of chemotherapy cycles

Mandard TRG

Data are numbers, with percentages in parentheses.
Abbreviations: pCR = pathologic complete response; GEJ = gastroesophageal junction; cT = clinical T-stage; cN = clinical N-stage;
and TRG = tumor regression grade.
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Statistical analysis of the biological tumor markers
HER2 staining failed in one patient and this observation was therefore scored as missing. IHC staining for all remaining biological tumor markers was successfully completed. Of all examined biological
tumor markers, only HER2 and CD44 were found to be significant at univariable logistic regression
analysis with LRT P values of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively (Table 2).

Table 2. The distribution of the IHC scores and the dichotomous immunoscores and the goodness-of-fit of the corresponding univariable logistic regression models.

Tumor markers

pCR (n = 9)

Non-pCR (n = 34)

HER2

0.01

0

8 (88.9)

20 (58.8)

1+

0 (0.0)

6 (17.6)

2+

0 (0.0)

1 (2.9)

3+

0 (0.0)

7 (20.6)

Missing

1 (11.1)

0 (0.0)

CD44

0.05

Negative
Positive
HIF1αnucleus

15 (44.1)
8 (88.9)

19 (55.9)
0.84

Negative

8 (88.9)

31 (91.2)

Positive

1 (11.1)

3 (8.8)

HIF1αcytosol

LRT P

0.36

Negative

2 (22.2)

13 (38.2)

Positive

7 (77.8)

21 (61.8)

PTCH1

0.44

Negative

2 (22.2)

4 (11.8)

Positive

7 (77.8)

30 (88.2)

SHH

0.23

Negative

0 (0.0)

3 (8.8)

Positive

9 (100.0)

31 (91.2)

Data are numbers, with percentages in parentheses.
Abbreviations: pCR = pathologic complete response and LRT P = likelihood-ratio test P value.
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For multivariable analysis, the null model was constructed as reference model. The SUVmax model did
not fitted the data better than M0 as indicated with AICs of 47.32 and 43.64 (ΔAIC = -3.68), respectively. The optimism-uncorrected AUCs of M0 and the SUVmax model were 0.76 and 0.60, respectively,
while the optimism-corrected AUCs were 0.61 and 0.54, respectively (Table 3). In contrary to the results
of the univariable analysis, M1b (containing CD44) did not explain the data better than the null model
(LRT P = 0.23) and contained substantial information loss (ΔAIC = -0.56). Therefore, M1b was discarded from further consideration. The candidate models M1c-f were also discarded since no significant
better fit was observed compared to the null model. M1a (containing HER2) was the only model that
did explain the data better than the null model (LRT P = 0.01) and also had the lowest information loss,
as indicated by a ΔAIC of 7.37.

Table 3. Goodness-of-fit, discrimination, and validation for the different multivariable prediction models (M).

LRT P
M0

SUVmax

AIC

AUC

AUC boot

43.64

0.76

0.61

47.32

0.60

0.54

M1a: M0 + HER2

0.01

36.27

0.87

0.81

M1b: M0 + CD44

0.23

44.20

0.84

0.74

M1c: M0 + HIF1αnucleus

0.15

43.57

0.76

0.66

M1d: M0 + HIF1αcytosol

0.58

45.33

0.72

0.58

M1e: M0 + PTCH1

0.70

45.49

0.77

0.62

M1f: M0 + SHH

0.15

43.56

0.78

0.68

5

Abbreviations: LRT P = likelihood-ratio test P value; AIC = Akaike information criterion (AIC); AUC = area under the receiver
operating characteristic; and boot = internally validated with bootstrapping.

Figure 1 demonstrates representative pictures of two negative (0) and two high (3+) HER2 expression
patterns. HER2 expression had an odds ratio of 0.02, which was also reflected by the fact that a low
HER2 expression (IHC score of 0) was measured in all complete responders, except in one case which
was scored as missing. High HER2 expression was more prevalent in impaired responders. Minimal effects of multicollinearity between the M1a variables were found, as quantified by variance inflation factors of 1.00, 1.53, 1.00, 1.03, and 1.50 for the variables histologic type, clinical T-stage, PET derived long
run low gray level emphasis, CT derived run percentage, and HER2, respectively. Hence, no variables
were discarded from M1a, yielding a final model as shown in Figure 2. The fit of this model showed an
uncorrected AUC of 0.87 and after internal validation a corrected AUC of 0.81.
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Figure 1: Representative cases of IHC staining.

Two representative patients who were scored as IHC 0 (A) and two representative patients who were
scored as IHC 3+ (B) for HER2 expression.
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Figure 2: Overview of the final prediction model.

The final prediction model consists of the pre-treatment clinical parameters histologic type and clinical T-stage according to the seventh TNM classification system18, the 18F-FDG PET derived textural
feature ‘long run low gray level emphasis’, the CT derived textural feature ‘run percentage’, and the

5

biological tumor marker HER2.

Discussion
This study evaluated different biological tumor markers to improve response prediction of nCRT in EC
patients. We demonstrated that the biological marker HER2 was a predictive factor and added complementary information to our previous constructed prediction model. Low HER2 expression gives a
higher probability of achieving a pathologic complete response. Based on the AIC, the model containing the variables histologic type, clinical T-stage, PET derived long run low gray level emphasis, CT
derived run percentage, and HER2 was the preferred model. The fit of this model showed an excellent
optimism-uncorrected AUC, and after internal validation with optimism correction, even a good optimism-corrected AUC was measured. The biological markers CD44, HIF1αnucleus, HIF1αcytosol,
PTCH1, and SHH were not found to be predictive.

Heterogeneity and variation in acquired resistance mechanisms have a great impact on treatment out101
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come and response. One of the limitations of biomarker studies is that they are commonly based on a
single biopsy, while even multiple random, non-targeted biopsies may not fully capture the spectrum of
resistance clones within an individual patient. The magnitude of this study is that it combines biological markers from pre-treatment tumor biopsies and 18F-FDG PET/CT imaging biomarkers from the
whole tumor volume.

Our findings are consistent with those of previous conducted studies investigating the predictive ability
of biological tumor markers. HER2 activation is often seen in EC and has been proven to play an essential role in cell proliferation, inhibition of apoptosis and tumor progression.23 Indeed, clinical studies
have shown that overexpression of HER2 is associated with poor survival.12,23 Although studied less
extensively, HER2 expression was also found to be associated with therapy response.14 In a clinical
study, multivariable analysis of the combination of HER2 expression with excision repair cross-complementation group 1 and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase showed a response prediction with 75%
sensitivity, 81% specificity, and 78.1% accuracy.24 Another study showed that enrichment of postoperative HER2 levels in surgical resection material compared to pre-treatment biopsies was associated with
poor pathologic response.25

According to the general guidelines, HER2 status should be verified from all patients with advanced
esophageal adenocarcinoma, who are potential candidates for HER2-targeted therapy, prior to the initiation of HER2-targeted therapy.21 This means that HER2 status assessment is not part of the initial
staging of the disease. Indeed, HER2 status was verified in the initial staging of our study cohort in only
28% of the patients (n = 12). Since HER2 could be a predictive marker for response to nCRT, assessing
HER2 status should be part of the initial diagnostics to better stratify treatments.
Several potential limitations of the study should be noted. The study group (n = 43) is relatively small,
allowing the substantial chance of model overfitting. To discourage overfitting, we used the AIC and
used bootstrapping for model discrimination. In the final model, overfitting effects were minimal, as indicated by the low AUC optimism. Another limitation which should be noted is that IHC protocols differ among institutes and results depend on the level of experience of the researcher. However, inter-rater variation was minimized by independent evaluation of two researchers, in which the discordant
cases were validated by a third researcher who is an experienced pathologist. Following the guidelines
in the IHC evaluation of HER2, tumors with 0 and 1+ are considered negative while tumors with 3+
102
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are considered positive. Tumors with 2+ are considered ambiguous and are generally subjected to FISH
or SISH techniques to confirm the HER2 status.21,23 However, as the chance of false negative results is
substantial,23 the IHC scores were not dichotomized in the present study, and were therefore treated as
continuous. Of note, one (n = 1) patient had a 2+ score, however, FISH showed no HER2 amplification.
To date, numerous studies were conducted using different markers in an attempt to predict nCRT response. However, none of these approaches have been robust enough for clinical application. Combining prediction markers derived from diverse research areas into one prediction model may translate
into a clinically relevant benefit, which could lead to implementation into clinical practice and is highly
requested in the field.14-17 The present study shows promising results in which the addition of molecular marker HER2 improved our existing prediction model consisting of clinical and imaging markers.
Based on these outcomes, future research should be executed to validate the final model in a larger
cohort.

Conclusion
The results of this study indicate that HER2 and CD44 expression could be useful tumor markers in the

5

initial diagnostic work-up for the prediction of complete response to nCRT in EC and hence to improve
treatment strategies. However, only the incorporation of HER2 to our former constructed prediction
model resulted in a significantly improved predictive value. This study shows that integration of multimodel biomarkers may improve the performance of such prediction models.
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